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fhe purpose of this stud~' was to determine Indianas progress and 

commitment to promoting quality early childhood education. The researcher used 

the recommendations found in Right From the Start: The Report of the National 

Association of State Boards of Education r ask Force on Earlv l~hildhood Education 

to assess Indiana's earl v childhood educational system. 
, , 

The report Right from the Start, is the product of a yCear long study conducted 

by ~ational ,-'\ssociation of State Boards of Education (NASBE) task force on Early 

Childhood Education (NASBE L988). Right from the Start is targeted at how state 

polic~' makers and public school leaders can improve the critical first years of 

education for children. 

[he questions guiding this study were: (a) 'Vhat does the state of Indiana do 

to promote quality early childhood education? (b) Now that Right From the Start 

has been in publication for se\'en ~'ears, what steps has the state of Indiana taken to 

implement the recommendations outlined in Right From the Start? 

The researcher devised a questionnaire based on the recommendations given 

in Right From the Start. A. pilot study for the questionnaire was conducted with the 

Superintendent of the Dela\\'are l..'ommunity School Corporation. using the results 

from the pilot stud~', the researcher then revised the questionnaire and sent it to an 

earl~' childhood education representative trom the indiana State Board of 

Education. [he questionnaire was completed and returned in Uctober, 1995. 

['he results of the questionnaire are presented and discussed. In addition, the 

implications of the stud~" pertaining to earl~' childhood education in the state of 

Jndiana, are also discussed, 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study was to determine Indiana's progress and 

commitment to promoting quality early childhood education. The researcher used 

the recommendations found in Right From the Start: The Report of the National 

Association of State Boards of Education Task Force on Early Childhood Education 

to assess Indiana's early childhood educational system. 

The report, Right from the Start, is the product of a year long study conducted 

by National Association of State Boards of Education (NASBE) task force on Early 

Childhood Education (~ASBE, 1988). Right from the Start is targeted at ho\'\1 state 

policy makers and public school leaders can improve the critical first years of 

education for children. 

The questions guiding this study \,vere: (a) \Vhat does the state of Indiana do 

to promote quality early childhood education? (b) Now that Right From the Start 

has been in publication for seven years, what steps has the state of Indiana taken to 

implement the recommendations outlined in Right From the Start? 

The researcher devised a questionnaire based on the recommendations given 

in Right From the Start. A pilot study for the questionnaire was conducted with the 

Superintendent of the Delaware Community School Corporation. Using the results 

from the pilot study, the researcher then revised the questionnaire and sent it to an 

early childhood education representative from the Indiana State Board of 

Education. The questionnaire was completed and returned in October, 1995. 

This study is presented in the following manner: 

A Revie\'\1 of Literature, including: 

1) Early Childhood Education: Historical Perspective 
2) Early Childhood Education: Current Perspective 

Developmentally A ppropriate Practice 
Developmentally Appropriate Curriculum 
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The Role of the Teacher 
Parental Involvement 
Administrators 
Health and Safety 

3) Early Childhood Education: Advocacy 
4) Early Childhood Organizations 
5) Right From the Start 

The Research, including: 

6) Early Childhood Education: Indiana 
Methods and Procedures 
Results 
Conclusions 

EARL Y CIDLDHOOD EDUCATION: IDSTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

Before considering our current philosophy of early childhood education, it is 

imperative that we review its sound theoretical foundation. It is only in light of 

this knowledge base that the current perspective of early childhood educators can be 

fully understood. 

In the 1600's. children \",ere thought of as miniature adults. Thus, they were 

taught in the same manner as adults. Locke's theory dispelled this popular belief. 

Locke believed children were not miniature adults, but rather were born as a blank 

slate, "tabula rasa". This placed a heavy responsibility on both parents and teachers 

to teach young children. Furthermore, Locke ascertained that children learned 

through their senses. This also fell on the shoulders of many teachers who, at the 

time, were using reading as the main teaching tool. 

Rousseau followed Locke's footsteps in the idea that children were not 

miniature adults. Rousseau believed that children were valuable and important as 

children. He also belie\'ed children were different from adults and should be treated 

and taught as such. Rousseau influenced not only some popular beliefs on 
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childhood today, but he also influenced other prominent figures in the field of early 

childhood education, such as FroebeL Pestalozzi, \-Iontessori and Piaget (Postman, 

1982). 

Dewey and ~Iontessori believed children learn by being active. c'hildren 

learn best by exploring and e:\perimenting. This means they need the opportunity 

to interact with their environment and the world around them. This is the 

foundational theory on which much current educational philosophy is built 

(Heaston, 1991). 

EARL Y CHILDHOOD EDUCATION: CURRENT PERSPECTIVE 

The principles presented by Locke, Rousseau, Froebel and Dewey provided 

the foundation for early childhood education today. Quality early childhood 

educators now take the e:\perience and knO\vledge a child brings to school and build 

upon that previous knowledge to further the development of the child. 

In addition, quality early education programs are moving toward being child

centered. Children's interests are taken into account when setting the environment 

for acti\'e, successful, e:\periential learning. \Iany activities are child-initiated. This 

not only gives the children a sense of control but also promotes high interest 

responsibility and independence. 

Although many activities are child-initiated, and learning occurs largely by 

active e:\ploration on the part of the child, the teacher still plays an important role 

in education. Teachers are facilitators to learning. In addition to setting the 

environment teachers also ask 4uestions and guide the students into discovering 

and forming important concepts (Egerston, 1987) . 

. \ctive exploration is an ll1tegral part of a quality earl~' education program. It 

is abo the toundation of the :\ational .\ssociation for the Education of Young 
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Children's position statement describing developmentally appropriate practice 

(Bredekamp, 1987). 

Developmentally Appropriate Practice: 

A developmentally appropriate curriculum is founded on the philosophy 

that children are active learners. They learn through experimentation and 

exploration. One job of the teacher is to act as a facilitator creating and enhancing an 

environment \vhich is conducive to learning and success (Indiana Department of 

Education, 1989). 

Developmentally appropriate practice can be divided into hvo main 

components: age appropriateness and individual appropriateness. 

Age appropriateness is based on the fact that children progress through 

different developmental levels as they mature. Just as their bodies grow enabling 

them to handle more physically challenging activities, their minds also develop 

which allows them to tackle more mentally challenging activities. Early childhood 

educators must keep this in mind. A two year old will not likely benefit from the 

same teaching style or instruction that may be appropriate for an eight-year old. 

Individual appropriateness is founded on the belief that each child is unique. 

Therefore, each child will be at a different level developmentally. Early childhood 

educators must accommodate for this difference and take each child's individualitv 

into consideration. A child's uniqueness can be an asset. Educators need only to 

find ways to access and utilize it to enhance the curriculum (Bredekamp, 1987). 

Developmentally Appropriate Curriculum: 

A. developmentally appropriate curriculum should include a basic routine. 

Children need to have a predictable sequence of events to their day. While this 
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should be predictable, it should also be flowing, smooth and flexible. Children's 

needs should always predict the routine. 

The curriculum should consider all aspects of the lv-hole child: emotional, 

social, cognitive and physical. The emotional needs of the child must be addressed 

in order to foster positive self-esteem. In addition, children will learn to deal with 

emotions in a healthy manner. These are two of the beneficial outcomes ·when 

dealing with the emotional aspect of the child. 

The social aspect should be considered in the curriculum to help the child 

function in our society. Children should be taught pro-social skills. They should be 

gi\'en many opportunities to interact with others. Children should also be exposed 

to many different ideas and cultures. This will help foster tolerance and respect for 

diversity. 

The cognitive needs of the child should undoubtedl~' be addressed. Children 

should be encouraged to be independent thinkers. Thev should learn to reason, 

explore, experiment and be inquisitive. 

The physical needs of the child should ahvays be taken into consideration. 

The early education ~'ears are a time for developing and enhancing fine and gross 

motor skills. Because children are small and tire easilv, there should be a balance of 

rest and active times to the day (Bredekamp, 1987). 

In addition to addressing ever~' aspect of the child, the activities presented 

should include those \'\'hich are child-initiated. rhis gives children locus of control 

which will inherent1~· keep interest levels and success rates high. Furthermore, by 

allowing the child to initiate the activity, the child will be likely to de\'elop positive 

attitudes and feelings toward work and himseH (Bredekamp, 1987). 

lhe curriculum and activities chosen should be based on individual needs 

and interests. .\gain, children are individuals. Educators must respect and utilize 
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children's uniqueness. This will optimize learning on the part of the student and 

the teacher. 

Evaluation is an integral part of every successful educational curriculum. 

Evaluation should be grounded in observation. Early childhood educators must 

observe the students in order to fairly assess their developmental level and progress. 

Observation will help the educator maintain a developmentally appropriate 

curriculum, as well as monitor child development. 

The Role of the Teacher: 

Educators are also a vital part of a quali ty early childhood curriculum. Hiam 

Ginott expressed this in the foUmving paragraph. 

I am the decisive element in the classroom. It is my personal approach that 
creates the climate. It is my daily mood that makes the weather. As a teacher 
I possess tremendous power to make a child's life miserable or joyous. I can 
be a tool of torture or an instrument of inspiration. I can humiliate or 
humor, hurt or heal. In all situations it is my response that decides whether a 
crisis will be escalated or de-escalated, and a child humanized or 
dehumanized. (Ginott, as cited in Lock, 1991 ). 

Educators must be cognizant that they have a dramatic impact on children. 

Educator-student interactions should be pleasant, nurturing and loving. Educators 

should be responsive and respective to all children and their needs. In addition to 

this, they must possess a deep understanding of developmentally appropriate 

practice and child development if it is to be implemented (Bredekamp, 1987). 

Child-staff ratios directly affect quali~' education. Too many children with 

one teacher can be detrimental to student learning. It becomes virtually impossible 

to practice individual appropriateness in an over-crmvded classroom. The National 

Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) maintains that there 
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should be no more than 15 - 18 students with one adult, or 20-25 students with two 

adults Wredekamp, 1987). 

Teachers must also be well trained and educated themselves. Children are 

valuable assets. Trained staff directly affects the quality of education the children 

will receive. As previously mentioned, educators must be knOlvledgeable in child 

development. This will provide a deeper understanding of the children and their 

needs. Educators should know first aid. This is of utmost importance to the safety 

of children. Educators have made a commitment to education. Therefore, they 

should seek knowledge. They should keep abreast of the latest research and ideas 

which "vill be beneficial to them or their class. Teacher in-service training is one 

way to assure on going teacher education. Teacher in-service can be on such topics 

as child development, child abuse, communication, community services and child 

guidance/ discipline (Bredekamp, 1987). 

Parental Involvement: 

Educators and students make up much of the educational forum. However, 

parents also playa vital role in education. Parents have long been regarded as 

important first teachers. Johann Pestalozzi, \'vho is considered the father of parent 

education, gave credit to parents, particularly mothers, for educating their children 

in the crucial early years of life. He authored How Gertrude Teaches Her Children 

in \vhich he stresses the importance of parents as a child's first teachers and 

provided a basis for home instruction before formal schooling (Weimer, 1962). 

Parents are primary caregivers and should be treated as such. Parents know 

their children better than anyone. Therefore, parents and teachers should 

collaborate and work together as partners to provide the best education possible for 

the child. Parents and teachers can become partners through communication and 
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mutual respect. The~T should establish good rapport earl~' in the educational 

process. In addition, the~T must always hold the common goaL the education of the 

child, in the highest regard (Bredekamp, 1987). 

Administrators: 

Administrators also pla~T an important role in the education of young 

children. Administrators must consider the needs of the children, staff and parents. 

They must also assure quality education by assessing and establishing goals yearly. 

This wide spectrum of responsibilities makes their job especially difficult. In 

addition to possessing sound knowledge of developmentally appropriate practice, 

they must also possess good interpersonaL communication and decision making 

skills in order to fulfill all responsibilities (Bredekamp, 1987). 

Health and Safety: 

The physical environment is also a factor in developmentally appropriate 

practice. The indoor and outdoor settings should be safe with no obstructions or 

possible hazards. The area should be clean, conducive to learning, stimulating and 

foster growth and development (Bredekamp, 1987). 

finally, health and safety is also regarded as an important aspect in education. 

L'hildren s and adults' health and safety should be held in high regard. The physical 

and mental health and safe~' of ever~'one should be protected and enhanced. ]n 

order to do this, staff should have regular medical check-ups and 1'B tests. \IedicaL 

emergency, and immunization records for eVer~T()ne are kept current. \[ental and 

emotional health should also be considered and enhanced (Bredekamp, 1987). 
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EARL Y CIDLDHOOD EDUCATION: ADVOCACY 

According to the early childhood profession's consensus, the definition of 

developmentally appropriate practice is "a quest for consistent quality 

programming and subsequent advocacy for the needs of young children" 

(Bredekamp, 1987, p. iv). Advocacy and developmentally appropriate practice go 

hand in hand. The definition of advocacy is standing up for, and bringing about 

beneficial change for children and their needs (Goffin & Lombardi, 1988). 

There is a growing need for advocacy in America today. According to the 

Children's Defense Fund, every day in America: 2, 685 babies are born into poverty; 

7,433 children are reported abused or neglected; 100,000 children are homeless; 2, 250 

students drop out of school (Children's Defense Fund, Public Education Flyer). 

These children need help, but they do not have a political voice in America. Thus, 

adults must work together to ensure children have a safe, nurturing, loving 

environment in which they can grow, learn and develop. Collaboration is the key 

to successful child advocacy. A group of people working toward a common goal can 

generally accomplish much more than a lone person speaking up for a cause. 

Through collaborative efforts of early childhood professionals, parents and others 

who care, change can occur (Goffin & Lombardi, 1988). This is the foundational 

theory on which many powerful organizations are built. 

EARLY CIDlDHOOD ORGANIZATIONS 

Organizations are prevalent in every occupation area. Some organizations 

that foster early childhood education are listed belm\'. 
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The Association for Childhood Education International (ACE!) is one 

organization for early childhood education that has withstood the test of time. 

Founded in 1882, ACEl represents infancy and early childhood. 

Head Start \\'as founded in 1965. This is a federally funded educational 

program for low income, handicapped and at-risk children. Head Start was born out 

of President Johnson's "\Var On Poverty" and is still serving children nationwide 

today. 

Children's Defense Fund (CDF) was founded in 1973. CDF plays a major role 

in child advocacy by launching nationwide campaigns such as: "Leave No Child 

Behind". CDF also publishes informative reports, studies and brochures. 

The -"Jational "-\ssociation for the Education of Young Children (NAEYe) 

began in 1926. NAEYC plays a \'ital role in child ad\Tocacy. It publishes many 

informative documents, including their position statement on developmentally 

appropriate practice, which is central to quality early childhood education. :Many 

early childhood programs use this position statement as a guideline to ensure 

quality education (Hymes, 1991). 

[he :'\ational Academ~' of Early Childhood Programs (NAECP) was founded 

in 1984 as an extension of N,\EYC. 'JAECP is " a national. voluntary accreditation 

s~'stem for good quality earl~' childhood centers and schools" (NAECP, 1984, p. 39). 

The :'\ational .-\ssociation of State Boards of Education (NASBE) represents 

states across the nation. ~A..sBE's objectives include: "strengthen state leadership in 

education policy making; promote e:\cellence in the education of all students; 

ad\'ocate equalit~, of access to educational opportunity'; and, assure responsible 

governance of pubic education' e'.i.\SBE. 1988, back cover). 

Although kindergarten IS not an organization per se, it does hold significant 

importance in earl}' childhood education both historica1J~' and currentl~'. [he first 
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public kindergarten was founded in 1873 (Hymes, 1991). One purpose of 

kindergarten was to keep disadvantaged children off of the streets, as well as 

providing a start for a decent education. Kindergarten in many instances is still 

providing students with first experiences and giving them a good start to an 

increasingly important education (vVeber, 1969). 

RIGHT FROM THE START 

The report, Right from the Start, is the product of a year long study conducted 

by NASBE task force on Early childhood Education (NASBE, 1988). Right from the 

Start is targeted at how state policy makers and public school leaders can improve 

the critical first years of education for children. As stated in Right From the Start 

"\Ve hope this report \\Jill stimulate reflection, debate, and positive changes in 

schools and communities" (NASBE, 1988, p. iii). 

NASBE consulted with experts in the field of early childhood education; 

revie"wed relevant position statements and papers; made visits to early childhood 

programs; and received input from many people including: legislators, teachers, 

administrators and parents. 

The conclusions of this report can be summarized into avo main 

recommendations. The first recommendation is: "\Ve recommend that early 

childhood units be established in elementary schools to provide a ne\\' pedagogy for 

working with children ages 4-8 and a focal point for enhanced services to preschool 

children and their parents" (NASBE, 1988, p. vii). The second recommendation 

given by ?\ASBE is: "Public schools should develop partnerships with early 

childhood programs and community agencies to build and improve services for 

young children and their parents" ("\IASBE, 1988, p. viii). 
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The First Recommendation: 

According to NASBE, "The goals of establishing an early childhood unit are 

to improve existing programs for children preschool to grade 3, and to plan for new 

high-quality preschool programs" (NASBE, 1988, p. 9). As stated in Right From the 

Start, an early childhood unit should contain the following characteristics: 

developmentally appropriate curriculum; improved assessment; responsiveness to 

cultural and linguistic diversity; partnerships with parents; and training and 

support for staff and administrators. The characteristics of an early childhood unit 

as described by NASBE are aligned 'with developmentally appropriate practice as 

outlined in National Association for the Education of Young Children's Position 

Statement on Developmentally Appropriate Practice From Birth to Age 8 

(Bredekamp, 1987). 

NASBE saw a great need for an early childhood unit due to recent policy 

related to school reform, as ,"veil as a broader spectrum of knowledge available in the 

areas of developmentally appropriate practice and child development. 

A Nation at Risk, published in 1983, sent many policy makers and school 

officials scrambling to better the education of A.merican children. In an effort to 

better educate, a blanket remedy was prescribed for grades K-12. Higher standards 

were set. Students and teachers were expected to work harder and longer. The 

curriculum became more rigorous and academically centered. \Vhile this blanket 

remedy may be appropriate for older students, it disagrees with developmentally 

appropriate practice. 

Another detrimental practice that is in the early childhood education arena is 

the influx of standardized tests used in early childhood classrooms. This is due 

largely to the school reform movement brought on by .~ Nation at Risk. Young 
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children generally do not possess the fine motor skills to hold and correctly use a 

pencil. Furthermore, their thinking skills are not highly developed at this young 

age. Yet, many educators still expect young students to take standardized tests 

(NASBE, 1988). 

In addition to the standardized tests, school is becoming more competitive. 

Our global economy and competitive society has had an impact in our schools. 

According to the report, "If education is seen as a contest that pits children against 

their peers, or a race against our foreign competitors, \ve risk teaching very young 

children the wrong academic tasks in an inappropriate fashion before they are 

ready" (NASBE, 1988, p. 3). The previous mentioned practices obviously do not 

concur with the current philosophy on developmentally appropriate practice. 

The Second Recommendation: 

Under current conditions, many children's and parents' needs are going 

unmet. This is especially true for at-risk students who can greatly benefit from early 

childhood services. One of the obstacles keeping those needs from being met 

include attracting and keeping quality teachers. This is due partly to the lack of 

teacher education specifically in the area of early childhood education, as well as 1m\' 

salary rates and little, if any, benefits. Another obstacle blocking services to young 

children and their families include the fact that early childhood programs are 

plagued with "inconsistent regulations and separate funding streams" (NASBE, 

1988, p.?). Therefore, services are discontinuous and partial at best. 

\Vhat can be done to help deliver these services to the people who need 

them? Collaboration is the answer. Public schools, other early childhood programs 

and community agencies should work together to help bring comprehensive early 

childhood services to young children and their families. Ho\vever, man~' early 
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childhood programs \vork against each other. This is due partially to a competitive 

market. Unfortunately, many early education centers are more concerned with 

enhancing their own program than enhancing quality education for all children. 

Collaboration will not only enable the early childhood programs and 

elementary schools to provide comprehensi\'e services but also help establish a 

central place to receive information and support. Some services provided to 

children and parents are: (a) parent education, (b) health services, (c) child care, 

(d) family support, and (e) mental health services. These include many aspects of 

the child and family, not just the educational arena (~ASBE, 1988). 

Right From the Start s~"nthesized information on developmentall~' 

appropriate practice and child de\'elopment, looked at our current educational 

system. and provided a guideline to convert all the early childhood and 

developmentally appropriate theor~~ into practice. Right From the Start provided 

basic recommendations that. if followed, will benefit both young children and their 

families. 

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION: INDIANA 

Methods and procedures of study 

[he questions guiding this study were: (a) What does the state of lndiana do 

to promote quality early childhood education? and (b) Now that Right from the 

Start has been in publication for seven ~'ears. what steps has the state of lndiana 

taken to implement the recommendations outlined in Right From the Start? 

To investigate these questions the researcher devised a questionnaire based 

on the recommendations given in Right From the Start. .'\ pilot study ,,'as 

conducted with the ~uperintendent of the Delaware \...~ommunity School 

,,'orporation. Lsing the responses form the pilot study, the researcher re\'ised the 
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questionnaire. The format ,vas changed from a five point scale to open-ended 

questions in order to allow more information to be given. The questions were also 

e\:tended to encourage more in-depth answers. 

Upon revision, the questionnaire was then sent to an Early Childhood 

Education Representative from the Indiana State Board of Education. The 

questionnaire ,vas completed and returned in October, 1995. The responses to the 

questionnaire are given below. 

Results of the questionnaire posed to Indiana State Board of Education: 

Prescizool 

1. Q: What are the responsibilities of the State Board of Education 
related to early childhood education? 

A: Promulgate rIlles rdated to 1-:-3 t'llrriculum. Promulgate rules rehlted 
to PRIAIE TD\lE assistants. State Board's .timetion d~ffers fi'om 
Departmellt (~f Educatioll. 

2. Q: Are there specific programs initiated state wide for early 
childhood education? If so, what are they? 

3. 

A: Legis/l1it'd /l/llding for reducing child/teadzer 111 }-;-3; Step .4head 
program - l'Ollllty [lased s!lstem for il1tegrati11S sl'n'iCt's tiH t'hildrl'll ilIui 
t~l m / lies. 

Q: 

A.: 

Q: 

,\: 

Are there any mandated services for preschool children? 

Are these services incorporated into the elementary schools? 

Yt'S, fht'St' d111drt'1l tm' IIslli111,lI StTNd ill 1 buildillg, ~uhidl l1lilY or mil}1 
not i'e their /rome Sd1001. 

Q: Are these only tor at-risk children? 

A: S p'L'/a/ 
i lid lid t' 

/It'eds "" Itl"iLl- some llll'al Sd1001 l'orporlltiol1s Ittl'Z't' chosel1 to 
. !l'gUltll" kids tLS 7['cll. 
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4. Q: Are there curricul um guides for preschool? 

t\. Only as related to special needs 

Q: Where does this guide come from? 

t\. Dept. of Ed. - Special Ed division. 

5. Q. Are there any state policies regarding preschool licensing? 

A: No. Zf the preschool is part of a public or an accredited private school, 
the teacher must be licensed in early childhood. 

6. Q: Are there any state policies regarding preschool staffs (Directors: 
Teachers) qualifications 

A: See # 5 

7. Q: Are there any state policies regarding preschool staff's salaries? 

A: No 

8. Q: Does the state of Indiana offer a teacher's license/certification for 
preschool teachers? 

A: Early childhood - this area is currently undergoing changes. 

Q: If so, is this license a requirement to work in the public preschools? 
(this question may already be answered in question #6) 

A: 'lOll could contact the pro/~~ssiollal standards board for details. 

9. Q: How often are policies regarding early childhood education reviewed? 

A: !\'one given 

Elementary School 

10. Q: I understand kindergarten is not mandatory in Indiana, what is the 
philosophy behind this? 
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.-\: The lr'gislatllre ~t'ems to f~'el that because l)2% (~r our age-digable 
children attend kindergarten, there is 110 Heed to IJllIl1date lIttel1danc'l'. 
It is mandatory for Sd1001 l'or,~oratiol1s to pnJ'uide kilUlergartell. 

11. Q: Are there state funded full-day public kindergartens? 

A: l)nlu if schools lise Title I or "At Risk" mOtuy to support the additional 
1/2 ·da~l!. 

Q: If so, are these full-day programs open to all kindergarten children? 

A: ,Vane gi'ven 

12. Q: Is the entrance date for children to begin kindergarten state mandated? 

A: Yes 

Q: If so, What is that date? 

A: :5 on or b{fore Tunc 1 

Q: \,Vho decided upon that date? 

A: See attached 

13. Q: Are the entrance requirements for kindergarten a state or local 
decision? 

A: State 

Q: If state decision, what are the requirements? 

14. Q: Are the standardized tests given at the end of kindergarten a state or 
local decision? 

Q: If state, what tests are given? 

Q: Who decided upon these tests? 
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A: None gwen 

Q: What is the philosophy behind these tests? 

A: At the state Ie'vel, 'we strongly discourage testing at the K level. 

15. Q: Who determines the curriculum guide for kindergarten? 

A: Indiana Dept. of Ed. issued the K guide in 1990. A committee of local, 
state and uni'ZJersity educators put the guide together. 

Q: How do they determine what the curriculum guide consists of? 

A: It is aligned with the NliEYC Developmentally Appropriate Practices 
document. 

16. Q: Who determines the curriculum guide for first grade? 

A: Each content tlrea has da)eloped proficiency guides for t;.-12. Content 
are (sic) COrl--'luitants do this 'with the assistance of an advisory 
committee from the field. 

Q: How do they determine what the curriculum guide consists of? 

A: Primary sources include 1lational documents/standards etc. from their 
content areas (Ex. ,\'1atlzematics proficiencies for Indianil are based on 
NCTJ ... 1 standards). 

17. Q: Who determines the curriculum guide for second grade? 

A: See 16 

Q: How do they determine what the curriculum guide consists of? 

A: See 16 

18. Q: Who determines the curriculum guide for third grade? 

A: See Ib 

Q: How do they determine what the curriculum guide consists of? 

A: See Ib 
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19. Q: What are the requirements of elementary school principals in 
terms of early childhood education? (any special 
classes/training?) (If this is a local decision, omit questions 
20-21) 

A: Please contact the Professional Standards Board. 

20. Q: What are the requirements for an early childhood teacher? 

A: See 19 

21. Q: What are the requirements of a school psychologist in terms of early 
education? 

A: See 19 

22. Q: Are you familiar with Right from the Start. a report by the 
NASBE? 

A:Yes. 

23. Q: Do you have any early childhood education reports you would like to 
share? 

A: I'm ellclosill~ K Guide 

Summary of Results: 

PRIlvIE TDVlE overT.'lew 
K Entrance Issues Paper 

As stated, the questions guiding this study 'were: (a) What does the state of 

Indiana do to promote quality early childhood education?; and (b) Now that Right 

From the Start has been in publication for seven ~'ears, \vhat steps has the state of 

Indiana taken to implement the recommendations outlined in Right From the 

Start? 

Indiana is moving tmvard providing quality education for its young children. 

As shown in the answer to question one, the Indiana State Board of Education does 
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implement and publicly announce rules related to K-3 curriculum and rules related 

to PRIME TIJ\'IE, \vhich is funding to hire teachers or assistants in order to lower 

teacher / child ratios. In addition to implementing these rules, Indiana can also be 

proud of the fact that it offers an early childhood certification for teachers as 

referenced by the answer to question eight. 

Kindergarten enrollment is not mandatory'. Hmvever, by law kindergarten 

must be a\'ailable and provided to all age-eligible children. A. child is eligible for 

kindergarten if he/ she turns 5 on or before June 1. As stated in the response to 

question ten, most children eligible for kindergarten do attend (92°~)). There is also 

a state curriculum guide for kindergarten that is based on developmentally 

appropriate practice. 

In answer to the second question posed in this study, Indiana is taking steps to 

move tmvard meeting the recommendations given in Right From the Start. The 

Indiana State Board of Education is familiar with Right From the Start. This is an 

essential first step to early educational school reform. The recommendations given 

in Right From the Start can not be implemented until the~' are known and 

understood. 

[he fact that some preschool children are being served in the elementary 

schools can be construed as a move toward establishing an early childhood unit. 

Although many of these services are for special needs children, some school 

corporations ha\'e opened the ~ervices to children who do not meet special needs 

criteria. 

Developmentall~' appropriate practice and collaboration is strongl~' 

encouraged b~T issuing a kindergarten guide \vhich \\'as a collaborative effort on the 

part of some local. ..;tate, and universit~· educators, [he kindergarten guide follow~ 

the Position Statement on De\'elopmentall~' .\ppropriate Practice (Indiana State 
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Board of Education, 1989). In addition, the curriculum guides for all grades consists 

of separate content area guides. The development of these guides were a 

collaborative effort on the part of the area consultants and an 

organization I committee in that particular area. 

Although standardized tests are sometimes given, it is recognized as being 

against developmentally appropriate practice. The state strongly discourages 

standardized testing in kindergarten. However, this is a local decision. 

Conclusions: 

Although Indiana's early childhood education forum is far from perfect, it is 

moving toward improvement. As shown by current legislation, young children in 

Indiana are receiving more of the attention they warrant. The Indiana State Board 

of Education is aware of current literature pertaining to early childhood education. 

In addition, steps are being taken to improve the quality of education for young 

children. 

However, state policy makers must make these recommendations available 

and kno-wn to teachers. Teachers spend the most time with children. Thus, they 

would be the best sources for implementing nel'\' practices. Administrators and state 

policy makers should support the teachers and provide teacher education. Manv 

people are reluctant to change. However, with the proper training and 

understanding of why change is fundamental, it need not be rejected. 

All early childhood professionals: state policy-makers, administrators, 

teachers and parents should launch a collaborative effort to improve education for 

young children. This will provide an extensive viel\' of early childhood education 

by examining the perspectives of all adults involved. 
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The goals of developing early childhood units and partnerships between 

schools and other early childhood programs in Indiana are: (a) to provide a perfect 

opportunity· for collaboration on the part of early childhood professionals and 

parents; (b) to establish continuity between preschool and early elementary school; 

(c) to decrease the incidence of "push dmvn" academics, less testing, less worksheets; 

(d) to increase developmentally appropriate practice and developmentally 

appropriate curriculums; (e) to increase the number of teachers and staff \vho 

specialize in early childhood education and child development; (f) to increase 

parental involvement. These six goals are central to a child's school success. 

Implementation of an early childhood unit will extend much needed services to 

~'oung children and their families living in Indiana. 
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APPENDIX A 



KAPPA DELTA PI 
An Honor Society in Education 

l\,'Iarch 23, 1995 

Dr. ~Iarlin Creasy 
7821 State Road 3 ~orth 
~Iuncie, IN 47303 

Dear Dr. Creasy: 

GAMMA THETA CHAPTER 
Ball State University 

Muncie, Indiana 47306 

Enclosed, you will find a copy of my survey on school reform which is the 
foundation of my upcoming Honor's Thesis. 

"~s you recall, I would like to use your response to this survey as a pilot in 
preparation for the final draft which will be sent to Suellyn Reed, State 
Superintendent of Public Schools. This survey should not take more than 15 - 20 
minutes to complete. 

If you 'would, please return the survey by April 24, 1995 to my attention at the 
following address: 605 E Oak St ;; 18, Albany, IX 47320. I would also appreciate any 
additional comments or feedback that you wish to include in your response. 

Thank you for your time and input to this project. I appreciate all your help. 

~Sincerely, 
", I' n 
'~":":l"\~, '.;>f " 

V I ,;~;,Jv;,xJ 
.J \...." 

Jennifer L. Johhs 
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School Reform Survey 

Please circle all 'responses that best answer the question. 

Preschool 

1. Please circle any services offered to preschool students or. their parents through 
the public~091 system 
None .fI2dav schooD Full day school Refena! for psychological servl 
Referral for financial services Referral for medica services 

Programs 'J!:,ia;::t.~ s~ents~ othe J/~ _9=L .. :i' 
2. It you do oner 112 or full day preschool,: 

What is the average yearly salary range a beginning teacher with no experience? 
Above S25.0oo $20,000-515,000 $15.000 .. $9,000 Below $9.000 

What quam/cations are required of your lead teachers? 
M.A. B.S.18.A. C.D.A. High schoof diplomaIG.E.D. Other __ _ 

Are the directors of the preschools exclusively for the preschOOls? 
Yes No Otner ________ _ 

What are the quallti~tions required ot directors? 
Ph.D. M.A. B.S.I8.A. C.D.A. Other _______ _ 

What type of enrollment is in the preschoolS? 
Open At-Risk Other __________ _ 

What age children do you serve? 
2 years old 3 years old 4 years old 5 years old Other __ -- - - '. 

Do you coJ/aborate with mental health consu/;ant to help teachers In pisnning lor 
children witt} special emotional needs or lamilies under stress In ~IOOI? 

Often Sometimes Seldom None Other ,}to,--:,;,:::-
.: F~;=~.; I, 

3. Have your early childhood programs and policIes been ~vf!.:~d: 
Never More than 5 years ago Less than 5 years agQ"r~: , 
Less than 3 years ago Less than 1 year ago .~~!~:; 

, '~ .. :~":"" 
. '.oj:';--"""" 

4. Do you have a statement of philosophy, objectives and ~s lor your 
preschool programs? ~,.~~~ , 

Yes No Other ~. 

If so, are the parents aware 01 your statement? ~~ ... 
Yes No Other~~~ 

It possible, please enclose a copy of your statement f!.=rr. 
,. s.. "':1'. ~ • 
,L~! ' 
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Elementary School 

5. Does your sts" collaborate wnh mental health consunants to help teachers in 
planning tor elementary children with special emotional needs or families under 

stress? ~ -
Often Sometimes) Seldom None other 

6. Have your early elementary programs and poUcies been reviewed: 
Never More than 5 yea ss than 5 years ago 
Le~-s than 3 years ago ess than 1 year ag 

7. Do you have a statement of philosophy, objectives and principles for your 
ele]JJlU!jsry programs? 
Ct§) No Other ____________ _ 

IlsDyBTt!"tfle parents aware of this statement? 
~ No other ____________ _ 

II possIble, please encJose a copy at your statement. 

8. Do you use pilot schools to test negethgds of: 
Staffing Grouping children 1!!1Plementing cum. 

.----..... 
~ssmenU 

iln'PTemenung new cumcUlUttr. None Other -------------- --_._--_. ----
9. Do you follow any procedures to faCilitate a smooth transition from presc/Joo/ to 

putJJj.c.schoOI? 
~ No Other ___________ _ 

10. CircJe all of the following that you believe represents the cultural and linguistic 
div~urst~ ~ . . ~ 
Curricul~ B€sourceS> Maten~ _Parent materials ~} 
Administrators Other -------------------------------

11. Does your elementary program enhance growth and development in the following 
are5J.S.2-. ~ 
~i_~.) ~ ~ Cogn~ 

12. Does you~enlary program provide fuJI day kindergarten? 
Yes ~ Other _ _ 

13. Does your ei~ary program provide before or aner school programs? 
Before ~) None Other __ , ______ _ 

- 14. Does your elementary program provide transportal/on to before of after sclJool 
faCIlities? () 

Before After None Other -=b~ 
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15. in which grades do your. schools practice inclusion (Including a spectrum of 
~1a/8J'JS P"YD abilities in one claSSrqa;:g 

K 1 2 3 None Other ~ I 
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16. The kindergarten classrooms are: ~ 
Teacher-centered .Child-centered ~Other ___ --_ .. _._ 

17. The first grade classrooms are: ~ 
Teacher-centered Child-centered ~ Other ____ . ___ .. __ 

18. The second grade classrooms are: ~ ~ 
Teacher-centered Child-centered_ Balanc;,g/ other __ .. ___ .. _ .. __ _ 

19. The third grade classrooms are: ~ 
Teacher-ceniered Child-centered ~Other ______ _ 

Other_ .. __ .. ____ _ Manipulatives 
./ -------------------------

21. In which grades are there separate programs, classrooms and activities for gifted 
students? 

Programs: K 1 2 3 Classrooms: K 1 2 3 
ActiVities: K t 2 3 ~ Other_ - '-I J- ~ __ _ 

22. WhatJ~sment do your teachers use in which grades? 
Grad~.d.-weik1t~ K 1 2 3 Portfolio: ~--+----:z::~.,.j 
AQecdotal reCQrds;) K 1 2 3 Base on improvement: 1 2 3 
Other ____________ _ 

23. A~arefJts informed/educated on the type 01 assessment used? 
~ 1 2 3 No: K 1 2..3 Other . __ ... ___ .. 

24. ~WhiCO grades ~ standardized tests administered to early elementary students: 
\..._K 1 2 3~None Other ______ _ 

25. If Y~tandargtze.d...tests. ~ Ihese tests used for? 
(Aeadines~, Scteening) ~cemeXlt,.J Other _____ _ 

26. 

27. What is your child to slaff ratio in kjnderg~ 
Over 30:1 30:1-25:1 24:1-20:1 ~ Below 15:1 
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28. What is your child to staff ratio In nrst grade? 
Over 30:1 30:1-25:1 24:1-20:1 19:1§ Below 15:1 

29. What is your child to staff ralJ9.- i1'l &'8i)d grade? 
Over 30:1 30:1-25:1 ~~1-20:~ 19:'1-15:1 Below 15:1 

30. What is your child to staff ratig..JltthiffLgrade? 
Over 30:1 30:1-25:1 24:1-2Qjj 19:1-15:1 Below 15:1 

31. 

------------
32. What qualifications beainning kindergarten teachers? 

Ph.D, M.A. .!B.A. in elementary educati a.S.IB.A. in earty childhood 
~indergarten endorsemeV Other __ _ __ -

33. Do you beJleve your teachers and adminiStrators are knowledgeable in child 
deveJopme~ 

yery ~undecided Hardly Not at all Other ____ ., __ 

34. Do your t chers have any career development opportuniiieS?~ 
loner de Research publishing Title upgrades ~ry upgrades .-J 

35. 

None Other ----_._------_.- .. _ ... '--". -
Do you cOlle~;lta regard jD.Q..J2.ublic ~ers on:~ 
~ariey siait turn-over rate> ---Level of training; _Level of experie.!}ge 
Olher_ _. _______ . __ _ 

" so, are the results of Ihis data open to: ~ ..0:'-
Anyone Teachers Parents None Oth~ .. __ ,.~ 

36. How involved are teaChers when important deciSions are made about their 
classroom?~ 

Very ~~ndecided Hardly Not at aU Other_. ___ _ 

37. HoyfStJpporlive of staff do you perceive your administrators to be? 
~) Somewhat Undecided Hardly Not at all Other ___ ._ ... 

38. 

--- ."- --.- - -
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r..~~:..'" ~~~~ C!UCI~IQn1!1: to be "parent frlendly'f 
at all) . OIher __ . ___ _ 

._ ;;p~~~.:/~;~.<.:.',; .. : .. ~~~~~~ .. : ·;.1, 

.. .."40. ~ Do you en4~WJf1J~llenl edUCiJlion classes, seminars or meetings? 
.. ~. Often:.Undeclded Seldom Never 

42. Do you make e/lorts to-Infonn thecommun/ty on the benents and characteristics 01 
hj~yeducatJon? 
~sometjmes Undecided Seldom Never 

43. Are you lamiliarwith Right/rom the Start. The Report of the "NASBE Task Force 
on Early Childhood Education? "NationaJ Associalion 01 State Boards of 
EdUcaJ~J' 

Yes ~ Other _______ _ 
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